FRANCE PREŠEREN PRIMARY SCHOOL MARIBOR

Our school is located in Maribor at Žolgarjeva street. There are about 720 pupils from the age of 5 to 15. The school was renovated in 2011-2012, it was joined with Boris Kidrič primary school and equipped with newer technology, a bigger dining room, two big computer rooms and a much bigger library, where you can borrow various kinds of books, do your homework or study. You can also join “School Reading Night” at our library.

Every pupil has a chance to choose different interests, which are volleyball, football, basketball, logic club, debate club, the school choir, drama club, astronomy club, journalist club, art classes and many more.

If students wish to deepen their knowledge, they can visit extra classes of Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics. Our students successfully take part in a lot of competitions of different subjects such as Slovene, Biology, Mathematics, Logic, English, Chemistry, Physics, etc.

Students that like reading Slovenian, English, German and Spanish books can join the Reading Competitions which take place at our library or can compete with other pupils at EPI Reading Badge, EPI Lesepreis and EPI Lectura.

Our three school choirs, which are divided according to the age of the students, often compete in choir competitions and are very successful. If you like singing, we recommend you to join them. Our school has started to collaborate with other schools from Maribor in the Zborovski BOOM Project, where school choirs meet and sing together.

We have been participating in many projects like Comenius Six Languages Six Hundred Words. During our cooperation we have visited both countries – Germany and Hungary – twice and built mutual and valuable friendships.

We are an ECO and UNESCO school. That’s why we make an effort to be as ecological as we can and help the Earth.

During the school year we have a lot of events and special days (technology, sports, culture and science days).

We are proud to be pupils of France Prešeren Primary School Maribor, because we have a lot of options to develop our interests and get a good education.

School phone number: 02 320 69 50
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